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THE BRANCHING CURVES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE FOUR
DIMENSIONAL RICCI FLOW
ILIAS TERGIAKIDIS
Abstract. We study the four dimensional Ricci flow with the help of local invariants. If
(M4, g(t)) is a solution to the Ricci flow and x ∈ M4, we can associate to the point x a one-
parameter family of curves, which lie in the product of two projective lines. This allows us
to reformulate the Cheeger-Gromov-Hamilton Compactness Theorem in the context of these
curves. We use this result, in order to study Type I singularities in dimension four and give a
characterization of the corresponding singularity models.
1. Introduction
Let (Mn, g0) be a smooth Riemannian manifold. Hamilton’s Ricci flow, introduced in [4],
is a PDE that describes the evolution of the Riemannian metric tensor:
∂
∂t
g(t) = −2Ricg(t)
g(0) = g0,
where g(t) is a one-parameter family of metrics on Mn and Ricg(t) denotes the Ricci curvature
with respect to g(t). The minus sign makes the Ricci flow a heat-type equation, so it is
expected to ”average out” the curvature.
A triple (Mn, g, f ) is called a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton, if there exists a gradient
vector field X = ∇g f = grad f for some f ∈ C∞(M) (called the potential function) and κ > 0,
such that
Ricg +∇g∇g f = κg.
Ricci solitons give rise to special solutions to the Ricci flow. A gradient shrinking Ricci soliton
satisfying the equation
Ricg0 +∇g0∇g0 f0 = κg0
corresponds to the self similar solution
g(t) = (1− 2κt)φ(t)∗(g0),
where φ(t) is the one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms generated by the one-parameter
family of vector fields X(t) = ∇
g0 f0
1−2κt .
For a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton it is always possible to rescale the metric by 2κ and
shift the function f0 by the constant −C0, so that the soliton equation becomes
Ricg0 +∇g0∇g0 f0 =
1
2
g0.
We call such a soliton a normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton.
We say that the gradient shrinking Ricci soliton is complete if (Mn, g0) is complete and the
vector field ∇g0 f0 is complete.
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We next introduce the canonical form for the associated time-dependent version of a nor-
malized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton. Let (Mn, g0, f0) be a complete normalized gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton. Then there exists a solution g(t) of the Ricci flow with g(0) = g0,
diffeomorphisms φ(t) with φ(0) = idM, functions f (t) with f (0) = f0 defined for all t with
σ(t) = 1− t > 0, such that the following hold:
(i) φ(t) : Mn → Mn is the one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms generated by X(t) =
∇g0 f0
1−t ,
(ii) g(t) = σ(t)φ(t)∗(g0) on (−∞, 1),
(iii) f (t) = f0 ◦ φ(t) = φ(t)∗( f0).
Futhermore,
Ricg(t) +∇g(t)∇g(t) f (t) =
1
2(1− t) g(t),
∂
∂t
f (t) = |∇g(t) f (t)|2g(t).
The classification of 3-dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci solitons was done by the works
of Perelman [13], Naber [9], Ni-Wallach [11] and Cao-Chen-Zhu [1]. They showed that a 3-
dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci soliton is a quotient of either S3 or R3 or S2 ×R. This
means that the only noncompact nonflat 3-dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci solitons are
the round cylinder and its quotients. In this paper we will focus on the 4-dimensional gradient
shrinking Ricci solitons. In dimension 4 there is no full classification of the gradient shrinking
Ricci solitons. There is some classification done under curvature assumptions by Ni-Wallach
[12] and Naber [9].
The Ricci flow is a type of nonlinear heat equation for the metric and it is expected, that it
develops singularities. We will focus on finite time singularities and T < ∞ will denote the
singular time. Even more specifically, a complete solution (Mn, g(t)) to the Ricci flow defined
on a finite time interval [0, T), T < ∞ is called a Type I Ricci flow if there exists some constant
C > 0 such that
sup
M
|Rmg(t) |g(t) ≤
C
T − t ,
for all t ∈ [0, T). In such a case, we say that the solution g(t) develops a Type I singularity at
time T. The most well known examples of Type I singularities are the neckpinch singularity
modelled on a shrinking cylinder and those modelled on flows starting at a positive Einstein
metric or more general at a gradient shrinking Ricci soliton with bounded curvature.
A sequence of points and times {(xi, ti)} with xi ∈ Mn and ti → T is called an essential
blow up sequence if there exists a constant c > 0 such that
|Rmg(ti) |g(ti)(xi) ≥
c
T − ti .
A point x ∈ Mn in a Type I Ricci flow is called a Type I singular point if there exists an
essential blow up sequence with xi → x on Mn. The set of all Type I singular points is
denoted by ΣI .
In order to study finite time singularities one should take parabolic rescalings of the so-
lutions about sequences of points and times, where the time tends to the singularity time
T. The limit solutions of such sequences, if they exist, are ancient solutions and are called
singularity models. Hamilton conjectured in [5], that a suitable blow up sequence for a Type
I singularity converges to a nontrivial gradient shrinking Ricci soliton. Sesum [14] confirmed
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the conjecture in the case where the blow up limit is compact. In the general case, blow up
to a gradient shrinking soliton was proved by Naber [9]. However, it remained an open ques-
tion whether the limit soliton Naber constructed is nontrivial. Enders, Mu¨ller and Topping
eliminated this possibility in [2].
Understanding the formation and the nature of singularities is a very crucial step. This
can be done by classifying the set of singularitiy models that may arrise. We focus on dimen-
sion four. Ma´ximo showed in [8], that in dimension four, the singularity models for finite
singularities can have Ricci curvature of mixed sign. Thus the only restriction remaining is
the nonnegativity of the scalar curvature. This is unfortunately not the best scenario, because
this condition is too week, in order to obtain a full classification result for the singularity
models in dimension four. The experts believe, that the best alternative would be to classify
the generic or at least the stable singularity models. A singularity model developing certain
original data is labeled stable, if flows starting from all sufficient small perturbations of that
data develop singularities with the same singularity model. Furthermore, a singularity model
is labeled generic, if flows that start from an open dense subset of all possible initial data de-
velop singularities having the same singularity model. Clearly, a singularity model can be
generic only if it is stable. More details can be found in [7]. Furthermore, it is conjectured
by experts, that the only candidates for generic singularity models in dimension four are S4,
S3 ×R, S2 ×R2. These singularity models are known to be generic. There is another soliton,
which is not known yet to be generic or not. This the (L2−1, h), which is the blow down soliton
constructed by Feldman, Ilmanen and Knopf in [3]. If the blow down soliton is generic, then
it should be also in the list above.
In this paper we try to contribute in the direction of understanding the 4-dimensional
gradient shrinking Ricci solitons, which can appear as singularity models for Type I singular-
ities. This is done by considering local invariants for a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold
and trying to interpret the limiting solitons in the language of these local invariants. Let’s be
more precise.
In Section 2 we describe a construction of A. N. Tyurin. Tyurin showed in [16], that for
any 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M4, g) and fixed point x ∈ M, one can define in a
natural way three quadratic forms in Λ2TxM. These are given by the exterior power evaluated
at a volume form, the second exterior power of the Riemannian metric g and the curvature
tensor of the Riemannian connection respectively. After complexifying, their projectivization
defines three quadrics in P(Λ2TxM⊗ C). For any point x ∈ M at which the quadratic forms
are linearly independent, the intersection of these three quadrics defines a singular K3 surface.
After performing a resolution of the singular points, the resolved K3 is a double branched
cover of a smooth quadric in P(TxM⊗C). In many cases the branching locus corresponds to
a curve of bidegree (4, 4) in the product of two projective lines. The branching curve denoted
by Γx will be our local invariant for the 4-dimensional manifold M. Its coefficients will be
determined by the components of the Riemann curvature tensor. Note that four years later,
V. V. Nikulin in [10] extended the result to the case of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with a
Lorentz metric.
In Section 3 we do some explicit calculations and compute examples of branching curves
(local invariants) for some 4-dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci solitons.
In Section 4 we prove the main result of this paper, namely Theorem 1.1. It states, that
in dimension four, convergence of marked solutions to the Ricci flow (convergence in the
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Cheeger-Gromov sence) implies convergence for branching curves. The proof can be found
in Section 4.
1.1. Theorem. Let {(M4, gi(t), x, Fi(t))}i∈N, t ∈ (α,ω) ∋ 0 be a sequence of smooth, complete,
marked solutions to the Ricci flow, where the time-dependet frame Fi(t) evolves to stay orthonormal.
Assume, that the sequence converges to a complete marked solution to the Ricci flow
(M4∞, g∞(t), x∞, F∞(t)), t ∈ (α,ω) as i → ∞,
where F∞(t) evolves to stay orthonormal as well. Let {Γgi(t)x }i∈N be the sequence of one-parameter
families of branching curves associated to x ∈ M and Γg∞(t)x∞ the one-parameter family of branching
curves associated to x∞ ∈ M∞ (if this exists). Then Γgi(t)x converges to Γg∞(t)x∞ as i → ∞, in the sense
that the coefficients of the curves converge.
We use the previous Theorem and combine it with the result of Enders, Mu¨ller and Topping
[2] in mentioned above, in order to obtain a characterization of the gradient shrinking Ricci
solitons, which can appear as singularity models for Type I singularities in dimension four.
We call this result Corollary 1.2. The proof of this Corollary can be found in Section 4.
1.2. Corollary. Let (M4, g(t)) be a Type I Ricci flow on [0, T) and x ∈ ΣI . Furthermore let Γg(t)x
be the one-paramater family of branching curves associated to x. Let us choose a sequence of scaling
factors λi, such that λi → 0. We define the rescaled Ricci flows (M4, gi(t), x, Fi(t)) by
gi(t) = λ
−1
i g(T + λit), t ∈ [−λ−1i T, 0),
where the time-dependet frame Fi(t) evolves to stay orthonormal. Then the one-parameter family of
curves Γ
gi(t)
x is Γ
g(T+λit)
x and subconverges to the one-parameter family of curves Γ
g∞(t)
x∞ (if this exists)
of a nontrivial normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton (Mn∞, g∞(t), x∞, F∞(t)), t ∈ (−∞, 0) in
canonical form, where F∞(t) evolves to stay orthonormal.
2. A local invariant of a four dimensional Riemannian manifold
2.1. The geometry of three quadrics in P(Λ2TxM ⊗ C). Let (M, g) be a four dimensional
Riemannian manifold. We denote by TxM the tangent space at the point x ∈ M. We are going
to define three quadratics forms on Λ2TxM.
The quadratic form vx :
We define the map
Λ2TxM×Λ2TxM → Λ4TxM
(u, h) 7→ u ∧ h.
Recall, that the volume form volM on M is a nowhere vanishing section of Λ
4T∗xM. We
identify Λ4TxM with R by evaluating u ∧ h on the volume form, i.e. volM(u ∧ h). So we
obtain a bilinear form vx : Λ
2TxM×Λ2TxM → R.
Let now {xi}4i=1 denote local coordinates around x, such that { ∂∂xi }4i=1 is a basis for TxM
and {dxi}4i=1 is the dual to it. Then { ∂∂xi ∧ ∂∂x j}1≤i<j≤4 and {dxi ∧ dxj}1≤i<j≤4, are bases for
Λ2TxM and (Λ2TxM)∗ ≃ Λ2T∗xM respectively. Let u, h ∈ Λ2TxM be given by
(1) u = ∑
1≤i<j≤4
uij
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂xj
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and
(2) h = ∑
1≤i<j≤4
hij
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂xj
with respect to this basis. Then
Λ2TxM×Λ2TxM → Λ4TxM
(u, h) 7→ (u12h34 − u13h24 + u14h23
+u23h14 − u24h13 + u34h12) ∂
∂x1
∧ ∂
∂x2
∧ ∂
∂x3
∧ ∂
∂x4
.
Recall, that the Riemannian volume form is given by
√|det(g)|dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx4. Then,
the bilinear form vx is given by
vx : Λ
2TxM×Λ2TxM → R
(u, h) 7→
√
|det(g)|(u12h34 − u13h24 + u14h23 +
+u23h14 − u24h13 + u34h12).
The associated quadratic form vx : Λ
2TxM → R is now given by
(3) vx(u) = 2
√
|det(g)|(u12u34 − u13u24 + u14u23).
The quadratic form Λ2gx :
We need at this point the notion of the Kulkarni-Nomizu product. This product is defined
for two symmetric (2, 0)-tensors and gives as a result a (4, 0)-tensor. Specifically, if k and l are
symmetric (2, 0)-tensors, then the product is defined by
(k 7 l)(u1, u2, u3, u4) := k(u1, u3)l(u2, u4) + k(u2, u4)l(u1, u3)
−k(u1, u4)l(u2, u3)− k(u2, u3)l(u1, u4).
Consider now the Riemannian metric gx and let u = u1 ∧ u2 and h = h1 ∧ h2. We define
a symmetric bilinear form Λ2gx on Λ
2TxM by defining it on totally decomposable vectors as
follows
Λ2gx : Λ
2TxM×Λ2TxM → R
(u, h) 7→ 1
2
(gx 7 gx)(u1, u2, h1, h2)
= gx(u1, h1)gx(u2, h2)− gx(u1, h2)gx(u2, h1).
and extending it bilinearly to a bilinear form on the whole Λ2TxM.
For u and h like in (1) and (2) we obtain, that in components
Λ2gx(
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂xj
,
∂
∂xk
∧ ∂
∂xl
) = det
[
gik gjk
gil gjl
]
=
1
2
(gx 7 gx)ijkl .
So we obtain a quadratic form
(4) Λ2gx(u) =
1
2 ∑
1≤i,k<j,l≤4
(gx 7 gx)ijklu
ijukl.
The quadratic form Rx :
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Let now Rmx denote the (4, 0)-Riemann curvature tensor at x ∈ M. We define a symmetric
bilinear form Rx on Λ
2TxM by defining it on totally decomposable vectors as follows
Rx : Λ
2TxM×Λ2TxM → R
(u1 ∧ u2, h1 ∧ h2) 7→ Rmx(u1, u2, h2, h1).
and extending it bilinearly to a bilinear form on the whole Λ2TxM.
In the basis { ∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂x j
}1≤i<j≤4 we obtain,
Rx : Λ
2TxM×Λ2TxM → R
(
∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂xj
,
∂
∂xk
∧ ∂
∂xl
) 7→ R(ij)(kl) = Rijlk,
where Rijlk = Rm(
∂
∂xi
, ∂
∂x j
, ∂
∂xl
, ∂
∂xk
). Notice the convention R(ij)(kl) = Rijlk, which is used in the
whole article. The associated quadratic form is given by
(5) Rx(u) = ∑
1≤i,k<j,l≤4
Rijlku
ijukl .
From now on vector spaces are turned into complexified ones. The quadratic forms (3), (4)
and (5) define three quadrics in P(Λ2TxM⊗ C) ∼= P5, given by
(6) P(vx) = {[u] ∈ P(Λ2TxM⊗ C) : u12u34 − u13u24 + u14u23 = 0},
(7) P(Λ2gx) = {[u] ∈ P(Λ2TxM⊗ C) : 1
2 ∑
1≤i,k<j,l≤4
(gx 7 gx)ijklu
ijukl = 0}
and
(8) P(Rx) = {[u] ∈ P(Λ2TxM⊗ C) : ∑
1≤i,k<j,l≤4
Rijlku
ijukl = 0}.
We would like to take now a closer look at the Grassmannian Gr2(TxM ⊗ C) of two-
dimensional linear subspaces of TxM⊗C. We prefer to look at it as the variety Gr1(P(TxM⊗
C)) of lines in P(TxM⊗C), where P(TxM⊗ C) ∼= P3 . Let
w =
4
∑
i=1
wi
∂
∂xi
and
w˜ =
4
∑
j=1
w˜j
∂
∂xj
,
where w, w˜ ∈ TxM ⊗ C. Then [w] = [w1,w2,w3,w4] and [w˜] = [w˜1, w˜2, w˜3, w˜4] correspond to
points in P(TxM⊗C). Their projective span, denoted by P-span([w], [w˜]) represents a line in
P(TxM⊗ C).
Let pl denote the Plu¨cker embedding
pl : Gr1(P(TxM⊗C)) → P(Λ2(TxM⊗C))
P-span([w], [w˜]) 7→ [w ∧ w˜].
In other words, the Plu¨cker embedding maps a line in P(TxM⊗C) to a point in P(Λ2(TxM⊗
C)). The coordinates of [w ∧ w˜] in the basis { ∂
∂xi
∧ ∂
∂x j
}1≤i<j≤4 are given by
[w1w˜2− w2w˜1,w1w˜3 −w3w˜1,w1w˜4 −w4w˜1,w2w˜3 − w3w˜2,w2w˜4 − w4w˜2,w3w˜4 −w4w˜3].
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We will denote these coordinates by [u12, u13, u14, u23, u24, u34]. Oberve that they correspond
to the 2× 2 minors of the matrix 
w1 w˜1
w2 w˜2
w3 w˜3
w4 w˜4
 .
It is a well known fact, that Gr1(P(TxM⊗C)) can be naturally realized as a quadric hyper-
surface in P(Λ2(TxM⊗C)). Recall that a vector u ∈ Λ2(TxM⊗C) is called totally decompos-
able if there exist linear independent vectors w, w˜ ∈ TxM⊗ C, such that u = w ∧ w˜. Observe
that
pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗C)) = {[u] ∈ P(Λ2(TxM⊗C)) : u ∈ Λ2(TxM⊗C) is totally decomposable}.
Furthermore, the vector u ∈ Λ2(TxM⊗C) is totally decomposable if and only if u ∧ u = 0, in
coordinates
u12u34 − u13u24 + u14u23 = 0.
By taking now into account (6), we observe that we can identify pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗ C))) with
the quadric P(vx).
The quadric surface P(gx) :
Now the metric gx defines a quadratic form TxM⊗C → C by
gx(w) =
4
∑
i,j=1
gijw
iwj,
where gij = gji. It defines a quadric surface
P(gx) = {[w] ∈ P(TxM⊗C) :
4
∑
i,j=1
gijw
iwj = 0}.
This quadric is non-degenerate, since the quadratic form gx is non-degenerate. So its rank
equals four and it corresponds to a smooth quadric in P(TxM⊗ C).
2.1. Remark. Recall, that if a quadric is mapped to a quadric under a projective trasformation,
then the rank of the coefficient matrix is not changed. Thus one can classify quadrics in
complex projective spaces up to their rank. Precisely, in P3 there are four of them: rank 4
corresponds to a smooth quadric, rank 3 to a quadric cone, rank 2 to a pair of planes and
rank 1 to a double plane. The interested reader can look up page 33 of [6].
We need at this point some theory on spinor bundles. We will recall some facts on spin
and spinC structures on 4-manifolds. Heuristically, one can see spin and spinC structures as
generalizations of orientantions. The tangent bundle TM gives rise to a principal O(4)-bundle
of frames denoted by PO(4). The manifold is said to be orientable if this bundle can be reduced
to a SO(4)-bundle denoted by PSO(4). We define the group Spin(4) = SU(2)× SU(2) to be
the double cover of SO(4). This is the universal cover. If we make a further reduction, we
obtain a principal Spin(4)-bundle denoted by PSpin(4). We have then, that the map
ξ : PSpin(4) → PSO(4)
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is a double covering and say that the manifold is spin. To find the complex analogue we
replace SO(4) by the group SO(4)× S1 and consider its double cover. We define the group
SpinC(4) = (Spin(4)× S1)/{±1} = Spin(4)×Z2 S1.
This is the desired double cover of SO(4) × S1. Finally we define M to be spinC , if given
the bundle PSO(4), there are principal bundles PS1 and PSpinC(4), with a Spin
C(4) equivariant
bundle map, a double cover
ξ′ : PSpinC(4) → PSO(4) × PS1 .
It is a known fact, that in dimension four any orientable manifold has a (non-unique) spinC
structure. The spinC representation now allows us to consider the associated vector bundle S,
called the spinor bundle for a given spinC structure. This is a complex vector bundle. In the
four-dimensional case this vector bundle splits into the sum of two subbundles S+, S−, such
that
S = S+ ⊕ S−.
Let P(S+x )
∼= P1 and P(S−x ) ∼= P1 denote the projectivizations of the fibers of the spinor
bundles S+ and S− over x respectively. Consider now the Segre embedding
P(S−x )×P(S+x ) → P(S−x ⊗ S+x )[
ρ−
]× [ρ+] 7→ [ρ− ⊗ ρ+] .
One can show, that S−x ⊗ S+x ∼= TxM⊗C.
Let now {ei}4i=1 be a local orthonormal frame for TxM ⊗ C. We will be working with
this frame from now on, because it is more convient for computational reasons. The Segre
embedding with respect to the basis {ei}4i=1 is given by
σ : P(S−x )×P(S+x ) → P(TxM⊗ C)
([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) 7→ [a1b1 + a2b2, i(a2b2 − a1b1),−i(a1b2 + a2b1), a2b1 − a1b2]
=: [w1,w2,w3,w4].(9)
This is a well defined map. In order to pick coordinates on P(S−x ) and P(S+x ) one should
observe the projection of ξ′ onto the first factor:
PSpinC(4) → PSO(4).
A point in the fiber of PSO(4) over x is a basis for TxM and a point in the fiber of PSpinC(4) over
x is a basis for the spinor Sx = S+x ⊕ S−x .
2.2. Remark. Recall that the ”classical” Segre embedding is given by
Σ : P1 ×P1 → P3
([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) 7→ [a1b1, a2b2, a1b2, a2b1] =: [W1,W2,W3,W4].
The image is just the quadric surface W1W2 −W3W4 = 0 and the rank of the quadric is four,
i.e. it’s a smooth quadric. The associated symmetric matrix is
Σ =

0 1/2 0 0
1/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1/2
0 0 −1/2 0
 .
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Let now
B =

1 i 0 0
1 −i 0 0
0 0 i −1
0 0 i 1
 ,
so that BtΣB = I4. Then
B−1

W1
W2
W3
W4
 =

w1
w2
w3
w4
 .
One we can easily observe that the image of the Segre embedding is just the quadric
surface (w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2 = 0 and the rank of the quadric is four, i.e. it s a
smooth quadric. Thus P(gx) can be written with respect to the orthonormal basis {ei}4i=1 for
TxM⊗ C as
P(gx) = {[w] ∈ P(TxM⊗ C) : (w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2 = 0}.
The quadric P(gx) has two rulings by lines and a unique line of each ruling passes through
each point of the quadric. More precisely: fix a point [a1, a2] ∈ P(S−x ). Then
t+ := σ({[a1, a2]} ×P(S+x ))
is a line in P(TxM⊗ C). Similarly for fixed [b1, b2] ∈ P(S+x ),
t− := σ(P(S−x )× {[b1, b2]})
is also a line in P(TxM⊗C). So the quadric contains two families of lines denoted by F− and
F+ respectively such that,
F− =
⋃
[b1,b2]∈P(S+x )
{t−}, F+ =
⋃
[a1,a2]∈P(S−x )
{t+}.
If we choose any point of t+, we can find a unique line of the family F− passing through
it. Analogously for every point of t− we can find a unique line of F+ passing through it.
Furthermore it holds that no two lines from the same family intersect and that any two lines
belonging to different families intersect in a unique point of the quadric. The lines P(S±x ) are
called the rectilinear generators of the quadric and
P(gx) = σ(P(S
−
x )×P(S+x )).
The Plu¨cker Embedding:
Every t− or t+ is a line in P(TxM⊗ C). We will compute their images under the Plu¨cker
embedding. By setting first [b1, b2] = [1, 0] and then [b1, b2] = [0, 1] in (9) we can easily see,
that
t+ = P-span([a
1,−ia1,−ia2, a2], [a2, ia2,−ia1,−a1]).
Thus we obtain, that the coordinates of pl(t+) in the basis {ei ∧ ej}1≤i<j≤4 of Λ2(TxM ⊗ C)
are
[2ia1a2, i{(a2)2 − (a1)2},−(a1)2 − (a2)2,−(a1)2 − (a2)2, i{(a1)2 − (a2)2}, 2ia1a2].
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On the other hand by setting first [a1, a2] = [1, 0] and then [a1, a2] = [0, 1] in (9), we have that
t− = P-span([b1,−ib1,−ib2,−b2], [b2, ib2,−ib1, b1]).
In this case the coordinates of pl(t−) in the basis {ei ∧ ej}1≤i<j≤4 of Λ2(TxM⊗ C) are
[2ib1b2, i{(b2)2 − (b1)2}, (b1)2 + (b2)2,−(b1)2 − (b2)2, i{(b2)2 − (b1)2},−2ib1b2].
It is well known, that in dimension four the Hodge ∗-operator induces a natural decompo-
sition of Λ2TxM on an oriented manifold M given by
Λ2TxM = Λ
2
+TxM⊕Λ2−TxM,
where Λ2+TxM and Λ
2−TxM correspond to the eigenspaces +1 and −1 respectively. Further-
more elements of Λ2+TxM and Λ
2−TxM are called self-dual and anti-self-dual respectively. We
will perform a change of basis for Λ2TxM⊗ C. We would like to express the coordinates of
pl(t+) and pl(t−) in the basis B of Λ2(TxM⊗C) given by
f±1 =
1√
2
(e1 ∧ e2 ± e3 ∧ e4)
f±2 =
1√
2
(e1 ∧ e3 ∓ e2 ∧ e4)
f±3 =
1√
2
(e1 ∧ e4 ± e2 ∧ e3).
One can observe, that { f+i }3i=1 is a basis for Λ2+TxM⊗ C, where ∗ f+i = fi, i = 1, 2, 3 and that
{ f−i }3i=1 is a basis for Λ2−TxM⊗ C, where ∗ f−i = − fi, i = 1, 2, 3. By using the change of basis
matrix 
√
2
2 0 0 0 0
√
2
2
0
√
2
2 0 0 −
√
2
2 0
0 0
√
2
2
√
2
2 0 0√
2
2 0 0 0 0 −
√
2
2
0
√
2
2 0 0
√
2
2 0
0 0
√
2
2 −
√
2
2 0 0

we compute, that the coordinates [u12, u13, u14, u23, u24, u34] in the basis B of Λ2(TxM⊗C) are
given by
[u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6] := [u12 + u34, u13 − u24, u14 + u23, u12 − u34, u13 + u24, u14 − u23].
Thus the coordinates of pl(t+) in the basis B of Λ2(TxM⊗C) are
(10) [2ia1a2, i{(a2)2 − (a1)2},−(a1)2 − (a2)2, 0, 0, 0]
and the coordinates of pl(t−) in the basis B of Λ2(TxM⊗C) are
(11) [0, 0, 0, 2ib1b2, i{(b2)2 − (b1)2}, (b1)2 + (b2)2].
By (10) and (11) one can easily see, that F+ and F− are embedded conics in P(Λ2TxM⊗C)
given by the equations
(12)
u4 = u5 = u6 = 0(u1)2 + (u2)2 + (u3)2 = 0
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and
(13)
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0(u4)2 + (u5)2 + (u6)2 = 0
respectively. We will denote these conics by C+ and C−. Obviously each of the two conics
is sitting in a plane in P(Λ2TxM ⊗ C). The first plane is P(Λ2+TxM ⊗ C) and the second is
P(Λ2−TxM⊗C). They are given by the equations
u4 = u5 = u6 = 0
and
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0
respectively. Obviously P(Λ2+TxM⊗C) ∩P(Λ2−TxM⊗C) = ∅.
The projectivized tangent bundle:
Let now T := TP(gx) denote the tangent bundle of the quadric P(gx) and P(T ) its pro-
jectivization. Then one can write
P(T ) = {(t+ ∩ t−, l) : l ⊂ P(TxM⊗ C) is a line tangent to P(gx) at the point t+ ∩ t−},
which is an algebraic subvariety of P(gx)×Gr1(P(TxM⊗C)) ⊂ P(TxM⊗C)×Gr1(P(TxM⊗
C)). We will now apply the Plu¨cker embedding on the second factor. We define the map
idP(gx) × pl : P(gx)×Gr1(P(TxM⊗ C))→ P(gx)× pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗C))).
Then
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) := {(t+ ∩ t−, pl(l)) : l ⊂ P(TxM⊗ C)
is a line tangent to P(gx) at the point t+ ∩ t−}.
Thus (idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) is naturally an algebraic subvariety
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) ⊂ P(gx)× pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗ C))) ⊂ P(TxM⊗ C)×P(Λ2TxM⊗ C).
If we now denote by
pi : (idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) → pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗ C)))
(t+ ∩ t−, pl(l)) 7→ pl(l)
and
τ : (idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) → P(gx)
(t+ ∩ t−, pl(l)) 7→ t+ ∩ t−
the natural projections, we are interested in the geometry of pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))). We
would like to give a description in P(Λ2TxM ⊗ C) of the image of the set of lines tangent
to the quadric P(gx) at the point t+ ∩ t− under the Plu¨cker embedding. All these lines lie
on one plane and pass through one point, so in P(Λ2TxM ⊗ C) they form a line given by
P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)). Thus
(14)
pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) = {pl(l) ∈ P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)) : pl(t+) ∈ C+, pl(t−) ∈ C−}
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and
dim
[
pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )))] = dim(C+) + dim(C−) + 1 = 3,
because pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) is the join of the varieties C+ and C−. We can now describe
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) by
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )) = {(t+ ∩ t−, pl(l)) : pl(l) ∈ P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−))}.
We are going to show now that the variety pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) is singular and we
will determine its singular locus. By (12), (13) and (14) we see that the variety pi
(
(idP(gx) ×
pl)
(
P(T ))) is defined by the equations
(15)
(u1)2 + (u2)2 + (u3)2 = 0(u4)2 + (u5)2 + (u6)2 = 0.
The system of equations (15) shows that the singular points of pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )))
are given by
Sing
(
pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )))) = C+ ∪ C−.
Let’s explain why. We will fix a coordinate system on P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)). Let T+ and T−
denote the vector space representations of pl(t+) and pl(t−) in the basis B of Λ2(TxM ⊗ C)
respectively. We have then, that
span(T+, T−) = {λT+ + µT− : λ, µ ∈ C}
is a plane in Λ2TxM⊗C. So we obtain a projective coordinate system on P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)).
A point on this line has coordinates in the basis B of Λ2(TxM⊗C) given by
[2λia1a2,λi{(a2)2 − (a1)2},λ{−(a1)2 − (a2)2}, 2µib1b2, µi{(b2)2 − (b1)2}, µ{(b1)2 + (b2)2}]
for scalars λ and µ. Obviously, by (15) the Jacobian matrix of the polynomials defining the
variety is [
2u1 2u2 2u3 0 0 0
0 0 0 2u4 2u5 2u6
]
and its rank at the point pl(t+) or pl(t−) is equal to one, i.e. lower than on any other point of
P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)).
2.2. The intersection of three quadrics. Consider the intersection
Sx = P(vx) ∩P(Λ2gx) ∩P(Rx)
= pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗C))) ∩P(Λ2gx) ∩P(Rx)
of the three quadrics in P(Λ2TxM⊗C). We consider a line l tangent to the quadric P(gx). By
the discussion in the previous subsection it corresponds to a point in pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗ C))).
The condition that the line l is tagent to the quadric P(gx) is equivalent to the condition that
pl(l) ∈ P(Λ2gx). So
pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) = pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗C))) ∩P(Λ2gx).
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This means that,
Sx = pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) ∩P(Rx).
Therefore Sx must have singularities
Sing(Sx) ⊃ Sing
(
pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T )))) ∩P(Rx) = (C+ ∩P(Rx)) ∪ (C− ∩P(Rx)).
2.3. Definition. The variety Sx is called the local invariant of the Riemannian manifold (M, g)
at the point x.
2.4. Remark. Notice, that if Rx = κΛ2gx, κ ∈ C∗, the manifold at the point x is a manifold of
constant curvature in any two dimensional direction. In such a case, Sx is not defined and we
shall not consider such points on M.
In the folowing we assume that the quadric P(Rx) intersects the non-singular points of
pi
(
(idP(gx)× pl)
(
P(T ))) transversally and intersects the singular locus C+ ∪ C− transversally
as well. It follows by [6], Proposition 17.18 that Sx is the complete intersection of the quadrics
P(vx), P(Λ2gx), P(Rx).
2.5. Remark. Recall that two varieties intersect transversally if they intersect transversally at
each point of their intersection, i.e. they are smooth at this point and their separate tangent
spaces at that point span the tangent space of the ambient variety at that point. In other
words if X and Y are projective subvarieties of Pn, then X and Y intersect transversally if at
every point u ∈ X ∩ Y, TuX ⊕ TuY = TuPn. Thus transversality depends on the choice of
the ambient variety. In particular, transversality always fails whenever two subvarieties are
tangent.
Recall that the complete intersection of three quadrics in P5 is a K3 surface. An exposition
on K3 surfaces can be found in the Appendix of [15]. Thus Sx is a (singular) K3 surface.
The quadric P(Rx) interesects the singular locus C+ ∪ C− transversally and each intersection
P(Rx) ∩ C+, P(Rx) ∩ C−, consists of four ordinary double points (the transversal intersection
of quadric and conic gives a 0-dimensional variety of degree 4). We will denote the set of
these points by
Sing(Sx) = {pl(t1+), pl(t2+), pl(t3+), pl(t4+), pl(t1−), pl(t2−), pl(t3−), pl(t4−)}.
Consider now the the algebraic subvariety
S˜x = pi
−1(P(Rx)) ⊂ P(TxM⊗C)×P(Λ2TxM⊗C).
The next step is to show, that S˜x is the resolution of the singular points of Sx. We consider the
map
p˜i : S˜x → Sx.
Then S˜x is the resolution of the singular points of Sx, if and only if
S˜x \ p˜i−1(Sing(Sx)) ∼= Sx \ Sing(Sx).
By the definiton of p˜i−1 this is indeed an isomorphism.
We would like to compute now p˜i−1(Sing(Sx)), or in other words to find the blow ups of
the singular points pl(ti+), pl(t
j
−), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4.
2.6. Remark. Let’s recall the notion of the blow up of a complex surface at a point. Let
q ∈ U ⊂ X be an open neighborhood and (x, y) local coordinates such that q = (0, 0) in this
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coordinate system. Define
U˜ := {((x, y), [z,w]) ∈ U ×P1 : xw = yz}.
We have then the projection onto the first factor
pU : U˜ → U
((x, y), [z,w]) 7→ (x, y).
If (x, y) 6= (0, 0), then p−1U ((x, y)) = (((x, y), [z,w])). Furthermore we have p−1U (q) = {q}×P1.
This implies that the restriction
pU : p
−1
U (U \ {q}) → U \ {q}
is an isomorphism and p−1U (q) ∼= P1 is a curve contracted by pU to a point. Now let us take
the gluing of X and U˜ along X \ {q} and U˜ \ {q} ∼= U \ {q}. In this way we obtain a surface
X˜ together with a morphism p : X˜ → X. Notice that p gives an isomoprhism between X \ {q}
and X˜ \ p−1(q) and contracts the curve P1 ∼= p−1(q) to the point q. The morphism p : X˜ → X
is called the blow up of X along q. The curve p−1(q) ∼= P1 is called exceptional curve or
exceptional divisor of the blow-up.
We obtain that
Ei := p˜i
−1(pl(ti+)) = {(ti+ ∩ t−, pl(ti+)) : t− ⊂ F−} ∼= P1,
Fj := p˜i
−1(pl(tj−)) = {(t+ ∩ tj−, pl(tj−)) : t+ ⊂ F+} ∼= P1,
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4. Observe that this means, that p˜i is the blow-up of Sx along pl(ti+), pl(tj−) for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 and the curves Ei, Fj, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 are the exceptional divisor of the blow-up.
In other words, p˜i contracts the curves Ei to the points pl(t
i
+) and the curves Fj to the points
pl(t
j
−) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4.
The branching curve Γx :
We will show that the map
τ˜ : S˜x → P(gx)
is a double branched cover at a generic point, where τ˜ is the restriction of τ to S˜x. The term
”double branched cover” means, that there exists a closed subset Br of P(gx), such that τ˜
restricted to S˜x \ Ram, where Ram := τ˜−1(Br), is a topological double cover of P(gx) \ Br.
Points in Br and Ram are called branching points and ramification points respectively. The
term ”generic” stands for the fact that, sometimes τ˜ represents a branched double cover
followed by a blow up. Before describing the preimage τ˜−1(t+ ∩ t−) we would like to be
more precise.
The block decomposition of the Riemann curvature operator in dimension four is given by
Rm =
[
A B
Bt C
]
,
where A and C correspond to the operators associated to
W+ +
scal
24
g 7 g
and
W− +
scal
24
g 7 g
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respectively and B is the operator associated to the curvature-like tensor
1
2
◦
Ric7 g =
1
2
(
Ric− scal
4
g
)
7 g.
Recall, that in dimension four
Rm = W+ +W− +
1
2
◦
Ric7 g+
scal
24
g7 g,
where W+,W− denote the Weyl parts of the curvature and
◦
Ric the traceless Ricci tensor.
Consider now the block decomposition above and let u = u1 + u2 ∈ Λ2+(TxM ⊗ C) ⊕
Λ2−(TxM⊗C). Then
Rx(u) = Λ
2gx(Rm(u), u)
= Λ2gx(A(u1), u1) + Λ
2gx(B(u2), u1) + Λ
2gx(B
t(u1), u2) + Λ
2gx(C(u2), u2)
= Λ2gx(A(u1), u1) + 2Λ
2gx(B(u2), u1) + Λ
2gx(C(u2), u2).
Now the quadric P(Rx) is given by
P(Rx) = {[u] = [u1 + u2] ∈ P(Λ2TxM⊗ C) : Λ2gx
(
A(u1), u1
)
+
+2Λ2gx
(
B(u2), u1
)
+ Λ2gx
(
C(u2), u2
)
= 0}.
We would like to describe the intersection of P(Rx) with P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)). As ex-
plained previously, a point on the line P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)) is expressed as [λT+ + µT−].
Let us set u1 = λT+ ∈ Λ2+(TxM⊗C) and u2 = µT− ∈ Λ2−(TxM⊗ C). We obtain, that
Λ2gx
(
A(λT+),λT+
)
+ 2Λ2gx
(
B(µT−),λT+
)
+ Λ2gx
(
C(µT−), µT−
)
= 0
⇒ λ2Λ2gx
(
A(T+), T+
)
+ 2λµΛ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
+ µ2Λ2gx
(
C(T−), T−
)
= 0
⇒ λ2Λ2gx
((
W+ +
scal
12
IdΛ+
)
(T+), T+
)
+ 2λµΛ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
+
+µ2Λ2gx
((
W− +
scal
12
IdΛ−
)
(T−), T−
)
= 0
⇒ λ2Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
+ λ2
scal
12
Λ2gx
(
T+, T+
)
+ 2λµΛ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
+
+µ2Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
+ µ2
scal
12
Λ2gx
(
T−, T−
)
= 0
⇒ λ2Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
+ 2λµΛ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
+ µ2Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0,
where W+ and W− correspond to the operators associated to W+ and W− respectively.
Notice, that in the last implication we are using the fact, that pi
(
(idP(gx) × pl)
(
P(T ))) =
pl(Gr1(P(TxM⊗C))) ∩P(Λ2gx).
By assuming that µ 6= 0 and setting s = λµ we obtain a quadratic equation in the variable s
given by
(16) Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
s2 + 2Λ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
s+ Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0.
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We can consider the previous equation naturally, as an equation that determines Sx. The
discriminant of the equation is given by
∆ = 4
(
Λ2gx(B(T−), T+)
)2
− 4Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+)Λ
2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
.
Thus there are three possible cases for the intersection of the quadric and the line.
(i) If ∆ 6= 0, then the intersection consists of exactly two distinct points:
• P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−))∩P(Rx) = {pl(l), pl(l′)}, where pl(l), pl(l′) 6= pl(t+), pl(t−).
Then
p˜i−1(pl(l)) = (t+ ∩ t−, pl(l)), p˜i−1(pl(l′)) = (t+ ∩ t−, pl(l′))
and
τ˜−1(t+ ∩ t−) = {p˜i−1(pl(l)), p˜i−1(pl(l′))}
are two distinct points. Both these points are nonsingular points of S˜x.
• P-span(pl(ti+), pl(t−))∩P(Rx) = {pl(ti+), pl(l)}, for some i = 1, ..., 4, where pl(l) 6=
pl(ti+), pl(t−). Then
τ˜−1(ti+ ∩ t−) = {(t+ ∩ t−, pl(ti+)), p˜i−1(pl(l))},
are two distinct points. Both these points are nonsingular points of S˜x.
• P-span(pl(t+), pl(tj−))∩P(Rx) = {pl(tj−), pl(l)}, for some j = 1, ..., 4, where pl(l) 6=
pl(t+), pl(t
j
−). Then
τ˜−1(t+ ∩ tj−) = {(t+ ∩ t−, pl(tj−)), p˜i−1(pl(l))},
are two distinct points. Both these points are nonsingular points of S˜x.
• P-span(pl(ti+), pl(tj−)) ∩P(Rx) = {pl(ti+), pl(tj−)}, for some i, j = 1, ..., 4. Then
τ˜−1(ti+ ∩ tj−) = {(ti+ ∩ tj−, pl(ti+)), (ti+ ∩ tj−, pl(tj−))},
are two distinct points. Both these points are nonsingular points of S˜x.
(ii) If ∆ = 0, but not all coefficients are equal to zero, then the line has exactly one double
point in common with the quadric P(Rx), which is possible if and only if the line is
tangent to the quadric at that point:
• P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)) ∩P(Rx) = {pl(l)}, where pl(l) 6= pl(t+), pl(t−). In this case
P-span(pl(t+), pl(t−)) is tangent to the quadric P(Rx) at the point pl(l). Then
τ˜−1(t+ ∩ t−) = {p˜i−1(pl(l))}.
Obviously in this case t+ ∩ t− corresponds to a branching point and p˜i−1(pl(l)) is a
ramification point.
(iii) If ∆ = 0 and all coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero, then the line lies entirely
in P(Rx):
• P-span(pl(ti+), pl(tj−)) ⊂ P(Rx), for some i, j = 1, ..., 4. Then
τ˜−1(ti+ ∩ tj−) = {p˜i−1(pl(l)) : pl(l) ∈ P-span(pl(ti+), pl(tj−)) \ {pl(ti+), pl(tj−)}} ∪
∪{(ti+ ∩ tj−, pl(ti+))} ∪ {(ti+ ∩ tj−, pl(tj−))} =: P1ti+∩tj− ,
where P1
ti+∩tj−
∼= P-span(pl(ti+), pl(tj−)) ∼= P1, since p˜i maps the curve τ˜−1(ti+ ∩ tj−)
one to one onto the singular line P-span(pl(ti+), pl(t
j
−)). Here ti+ ∩ tj− corresponds
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again to a branching point and in this special case the branching curve Γx ⊂ P(gx)
at the point ti+ ∩ tj− is singular.
Thus the branching curve is described by
Γx = {([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) ∈ P(S−x )×P(S+x ) :(
Λ2gx(B(T−), T+)
)2
−Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0}.
2.7. Remark. The branching curve will serve as our local invariant in this text. Precisely, we
will use this local invariant in oder to obtain a characterization for the singularity models
for Type I singularities for four dimensional Ricci flows. The type of the curve is invariant
under the choice of basis for TxM⊗ C. For example, we will see in the next section, that the
branching curve associated to a point of S3×R is a quadruple diagonal and that of S2× S2 is
a double rectangle.
The next propositions can be found in Nikulin’s paper [10].
2.8. Proposition. Assume that the branching curve Γx has only finite number of singular points.
Then τ˜ : S˜x → P(gx) is a branched double cover for all points t+ ∩ t− ∈ Γx, except for the singular
points, at which τ˜ is a branched double cover followed by a blow-up.
Recall that for a covering map τ˜ : S˜x → P(gx), there exists a homeomorpish σˆ : S˜x → S˜x,
such that τ˜ ◦ σˆ = τ˜, that is to say σˆ is a lift of τ˜. The map σˆ is called a deck transformation.
2.9. Proposition. Assume that the branching curve Γx has only finite number of singular points.
Then the deck transformation σˆ of the branched double cover is everywhere defined on S˜x.
Then there are given on S˜x nonsingular rational curves (exceptional curves) E¯i := σˆ(Ei) ∼=
P1 and F¯j := σˆ(Fj) ∼= P1, where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4. The interested reader can look up Chapter 2.3 of
[15] for further details.
3. Examples of local invariants
In this section we compute the branching curve (our local invariant) for solutions (M, g(t)).
We look at the examples of S3 ×R, S2 × S2, S2 ×R2, P2 and S4. More explicit computation
can be found in [15].
3.1. The example of (S3×R, g(t)). The initial metric g0 (with respect to spherical coordinates
on the S3 factor) is given by
g0 = dφ
2
1 + sin
2 φ1dφ
2
2 + sin
2 φ1 sin
2 φ2dφ
2
3 + dx
2.
Recall that the Ricci flow evolves each factor of a product metric seperately and if we use the
formula for the evolution of the round metric on the sphere, we obtain that a solution to the
Ricci flow is given by
g(t) = (1− 4t)dφ21 + (1− 4t) sin2 φ1dφ22 + (1− 4t) sin2 φ1 sin2 φ2dφ23 + dx2.
The set
{
∂
∂φ1
, ∂∂φ2
∂
∂φ3
, ∂∂x
}
constitutes a basis for TxM. We obtain a time-dependent orthonor-
mal frame, with respect to which the metric becomes diagonal by setting{
ea =
1√
1− 4t
∂
∂φ1
, eb =
1√
1− 4t sin φ1
∂
∂φ2
, ec =
1√
1− 4t sin φ1 sin φ2
∂
∂φ3
, ed =
∂
∂x
}
,
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where eα := eα(x, t), α = a, b, c, d.
The components of the (4, 0)-Riemann curvature tensor are given by
Rabba = Racca = Rbccb =
1
1− 4t .
We are now in position to compute the scalar curvature. The Ricci curvature is
Raa = Rbb = Rcc =
2
1− 4t .
Thus scal = 61−4t and
scal
12 =
1
2(1−4t) . Furthermore
Λ2gx(Rm( f
+
1 ), f
+
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba + Rabdc + Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
+
2 ), f
+
2 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ec − eb ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ec − eb ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Racca − Racdb + Rbdca + Rbddb)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
+
3 ), f
+
3 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ed + eb ∧ ec)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ed + eb ∧ ec))
=
1
2
(Radda − Radcb + Rbcda + Rbccb)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
1 ), f
+
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba + Rabdc − Rcdba− Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
2 ), f
+
2 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ec + eb ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ec − eb ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Racca − Racdb + Rbdca − Rbddb)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
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Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
3 ), f
+
3 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ed − eb ∧ ec)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ed + eb ∧ ec))
=
1
2
(Radda + Radcb − Rbcda− Rbccb)
= − 1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
1 ), f
−
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba − Rabdc − Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
2 ), f
−
2 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ec + eb ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ec + eb ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Racca + Racdb + Rbdca + Rbddb)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
3 ), f
−
3 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ ed − eb ∧ ec)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ ed − eb ∧ ec))
=
1
2
(Radda − Radcb − Rbcda + Rbccb)
=
1
2(1− 4t) .
This means that the matrices of the bilinear forms
Λ2gx
(
W+(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
A− scal
12
IdΛ+
)
(·), ·
)
and
Λ2gx
(
W−(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
C− scal
12
IdΛ−
)
(·), ·
)
are given by
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

and the matrix of the bilinear form Λ2gx
(
B(·), ·
)
by

1
2(1−4t) 0 0
0 1
2(1−4t) 0
0 0 − 1
2(1−4t)
 .
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We are now going to compute the branching curve. Obviously
Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
= Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0
and
Λ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
= − 2
1− 4t a
1a2b1b2 +
1
1− 4t (a
1)2(b2)2 +
1
1− 4t (a
2)2(b1)2,
where
T− = 2ib1b2 f−1 + i{(b2)2 − (b1)2} f−2 + [(b1)2 + (b2)2] f−3
and
T+ = 2ia
1a2 f+1 + i{(a2)2 − (a1)2} f+2 + [−(a1)2 − (a2)2)] f+3 .
We compute that [
Λ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)]2
=
1
(1− 4t)2 (a
1b2 − a2b1)4.
Thus
Γx = {([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) ∈ P(S−x )×P(S+x ) : (a1b2 − a2b1)4 = 0}.
This curve is never smooth and has multiplicity four. Notice, that in this the branching curve
represents geometrically a quadruple diagonal.
3.2. The example of (S2× S2, g(t)). The initial metric g0 (with respect to spherical coordinates
on both S2 factors) is given by
g0 = dφ
2
1 + sin
2 φ1dφ
2
2 + dψ
2
1 + sin
2 ψ1dψ
2
2 .
Now a solution to the Ricci flow is given by
g(t) = (1− 2t)dφ21 + (1− 2t) sin2 φ1dφ22 + (1− 2t)dψ21 + (1− 2t) sin2 ψ1dψ22.
The set
{
∂
∂φ1
, ∂∂φ2
∂
∂ψ1
, ∂∂ψ2
}
constitutes a basis for TxM. We obtain an orthonormal frame, with
respect to which the metric becomes diagonal by setting{
ea =
1√
1− 2t
∂
∂φ1
, eb =
1√
1− 2t sin φ1
∂
∂φ2
, ec =
1√
1− 2t
∂
∂ψ1
, ed =
1√
1− 2t sinψ1
∂
∂ψ2
}
.
The components of the (4, 0)-Riemann curvature tensor are given by
Rabba = Rcddc =
1
1− 2t .
The Ricci curvature is
Raa = tensorRbb = Rcc = Rdd =
1
1− 2t .
Thus scal = 41−2t and
scal
12 =
1
3(1−2t) . Furthermore
Λ2gx(Rm( f
+
1 ), f
+
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba + Rabdc + Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 2t) .
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Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
1 ), f
−
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba − Rabdc − Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 2t) .
This means that the matrices of the bilinear forms
Λ2gx
(
W+(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
A− scal
12
IdΛ+
)
(·), ·
)
and
Λ2gx
(
W−(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
C− scal
12
IdΛ−
)
(·), ·
)
are given by

1
6(1−2t) 0 0
0 − 1
3(1−2t) 0
0 0 − 1
3(1−2t)

and the matrix of the bilinear form Λ2gx
(
B(·), ·
)
by0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 .
We are now going to compute the branching curve.
Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
= − 2
3(1− 2t) (a
1)2(a2)2,
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= − 2
3(1− 2t) (b
1)2(b2)2.
where
T− = 2ib1b2 f−1 + i{(b2)2 − (b1)2} f−2 + [(b1)2 + (b2)2] f−3
and
T+ = 2ia
1a2 f+1 + i{(a2)2 − (a1)2} f+2 + [−(a1)2 − (a2)2)] f+3 .
Thus
Γx = {([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) ∈ P(S−x )×P(S+x ) : (a1a2b1b2)2 = 0}.
Notice, that in this the branching curve represents geometrically a double rectangle.
3.3. The example of (S2 ×R2, g(t)). The initial metric g0 (with respect to spherical coordi-
nates on the S2 factor) is given by
g0 = dφ
2
1 + sin
2 φ1dφ
2
2 + dx
2 + dy2.
In this case a solution to the Ricci flow is given by
g(t) = (1− 2t)dφ21 + (1− 2t) sin2 φ1dφ22 + dx2 + dy2.
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The set
{
∂
∂φ1
, ∂∂φ2
∂
∂x ,
∂
∂y
}
constitutes a basis for TxM. We obtain an orthonormal frame, with
respect to which the metric becomes diagonal by setting{
ea =
1√
1− 2t
∂
∂φ1
, eb =
1√
1− 2t sin φ1
∂
∂φ2
, ec =
∂
∂x
, ed =
∂
∂y
}
The components of the (4, 0)-Riemann curvature tensor are given by
Rabba =
1
1− 2t .
The Ricci curvature is
Raa = Rbb =
1
1− 2t .
Thus the scalar curvature is given by scal = 21−2t and
scal
12 =
1
6(1−2t) . Furthermore
Λ2gx(Rm( f
+
1 ), f
+
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba + Rabdc + Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 2t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
1 ), f
+
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb + ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba + Rabdc − Rcdba− Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 2t) .
Λ2gx(Rm( f
−
1 ), f
−
1 ) = Λ
2gx(Rm(
1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed)), 1√
2
(ea ∧ eb − ec ∧ ed))
=
1
2
(Rabba − Rabdc − Rcdba + Rcddc)
=
1
2(1− 2t) .
This means that the matrices of the bilinear forms
Λ2gx
(
W+(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
A− scal
12
IdΛ+
)
(·), ·
)
and
Λ2gx
(
W−(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
((
C− scal
12
IdΛ−
)
(·), ·
)
are given by

1
3(1−2t) 0 0
0 − 1
6(1−2t) 0
0 0 − 1
6(1−2t)

and the matrix of the bilinear form Λ2gx
(
B(·), ·
)
by
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
1
2(1−2t) 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
We are now going to compute the branching curve.
Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
= − 2
(1− 2t) (a
1)2(a2)2,
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= − 2
(1− 2t) (b
1)2(b2)2,
Λ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)
= − 2
1− 2t a
1a2b1b2.
where
T− = 2ib1b2 f−1 + i{(b2)2 − (b1)2} f−2 + [(b1)2 + (b2)2] f−3
and
T+ = 2ia
1a2 f+1 + i{(a2)2 − (a1)2} f+2 + [−(a1)2 − (a2)2)] f+3 .
We compute that[
Λ2gx
(
B(T−), T+
)]2
=
4
(1− 2t)2 (a
1a2b1b2)2 = Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
.
One observes, that in this case the branching curve doesn’t exist.
3.4. The example of (P2, g(t)). The initial metric gFS is the Fubini-Study metric. A solution
to the Ricci flow is given by
g(t) = (1− 2κt)gFS ,
where κ > 0. By working exactly in the same way as is the previous examples one can obtain
that the matrix of the bilinear form
Λ2gx
(
W+(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
(
(A− scal
12
IdΛ+)(·), ·
)
is given by

1
2(1−2κt) − scal12 0 0
0 1
2(1−2κt) − scal12 0
0 0 1
2(1−2κt) − scal12
 ,
that of
Λ2gx
(
W−(·), ·
)
= Λ2gx
(
(C− scal
12
IdΛ−)(·), ·
)
by 
3
2(1−2κt) − scal12 0 0
0 −scal12 0
0 0 −scal12

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and finally the matrix of the bilinear form Λ2gx
(
B(·), ·
)
by0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 .
We are now going to compute the branching curve.
Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
= 0,
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= −
( 6
1− 2κt −
scal
3
)
(b1)2(b2)2.
where
T− = 2ib1b2 f−1 + i{(b2)2 − (b1)2} f−2 + [(b1)2 + (b2)2] f−3
and
T+ = 2ia
1a2 f+1 + i{(a2)2 − (a1)2} f+2 + [−(a1)2 − (a2)2)] f+3 .
Thus there is no curve and the branching locus is the whole quadric P(gx).
3.5. The example of (S4, g(t)). In this section we show that the local invarants for the solution
(S4, g(t)) do not exist. The initial metric g0 (with respect to spherical coordinates on S4) is
given by
g0 = dφ
2
1 + sin
2 φ1dφ
2
2 + sin
2φ1 sin
2 φ2dφ
2
3 + sin
2 sin2 φ2 sin
2 φ3dφ
2
4.
A solution to the Ricci flow is given by
g(t) = (1− 6t)dφ21 +(1− 6t) sin2 φ1dφ22 +(1− 6t)sin2φ1 sin2 φ2dφ23+(1− 6t) sin2 sin2 φ2 sin2 φ3dφ24.
Working exactly as in the previous examples ones can compute that matrices of the bilinear
forms Λ2gx
(
W+(·), ·
)
and Λ2gx
(
W−(·), ·
)
are given by

1
3(1−6t) 0 0
0 1
3(1−6t) 0
0 0 1
3(1−6t)

and the matrix of the bilinear form Λ2gx
(
B(·), ·
)
by
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
which implies that
Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
= 0,
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0,
with T− and T+ as in the previous examples. Thus in this case the branching doesn’t exist.
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4. Type I singularities and the branching curve
By the results of Naber [9] and Enders, Mu¨ller, Topping [2] on Type I singularities for
the Ricci flow, it follows that along any sequence of times converging to the finite extinction
time T, parabolic rescalings will subconverge to a normalized nonflat gradient shrinking Ricci
soliton. In this section we use the construction of Section 2 and apply it to this result, in order
to obtain a characterization of the nonflat gradient shrinking solitons in the language of our
local invariant. We will need the following lemmas in order to prove our result for Type I
singularities.
4.1. Lemma. Let (M4, g) be a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold and x ∈ M, such that the branch-
ing curve Γx exists. Then Γx remains invariant under scalings of the metric by a constant factor.
Proof. Let κ be some constant factor and and let g˜ = κg. Then we know that Λ2g˜ = κ2Λ2g,
and R˜m = 1κ Rm. Then the branching curve is given by
Γ
g˜
x = {([a1, a2], [b1, b2]) ∈ P(S−x )×P(S+x ) :
(
κ2Λ2gx
(1
κ
B(T−), T+
))2
−
κ2Λ2gx
(1
κ
W+(T+), T+
)
κ2Λ2gx
(1
κ
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0}
= {([x0, x1], [y0, y1]) ∈ P(S−x )×P(S+x ) : κ2
(
Λ2gx(B(T−), T+)
)2
−
κ2Λ2gx
(
W+(T+), T+
)
Λ2gx
(
W−(T−), T−
)
= 0}
= Γ
g
x.

4.2. Lemma. Let {(Mn, gi(t), x, Fi(t))}i∈N, t ∈ (α,ω) ∋ 0 be a sequence of smooth, complete,
marked solutions to the Ricci flow, where the time-dependent frame Fi(t) evolves to stay orthonormal.
If the sequence converges to a complete marked solution to the Ricci flow (M∞, g∞(t), x∞, F∞(t)), t ∈
(α,ω) as i → ∞, where F∞(t) evolves to stay orthonormal, then the sequence {(M, Rmgi(t), x, Fi(t))}i∈N,
t ∈ (α,ω) ∋ 0 converges to (M∞, Rmg∞(t), x∞, F∞(t)), t ∈ (α,ω) as i → ∞.
Proof. Let {Ui}i∈N be an exhaustion of M∞ by open sets with x∞ ∈ Ui for all i ∈ N. Fur-
thermore let φi : Ui → φi(Ui) ⊂ M be a sequence of diffeomorphisms with φi(x∞) = x
and (φi)∗F∞(t) = Fi(t) for all i ∈ N and t ∈ (α,ω). We know that (Ui, φ∗i
[
gi(t)|φ(Ui)
]
) con-
verges in C∞ to (M∞, g∞(t)) uniformly on compact sets in M∞. But uniform convergence
of φ∗i
[
gi(t)|φ(Ui)
]
to g∞(t) in Ck for any k ≥ 2 implies immediately uniform convergence
of φ∗i
[
Rmgi(t)|φ(Ui)
]
to Rmg∞(t) in C
k−2. This comes from the fact, that the components of
the Riemann curvature tensor are determined by the second order (spatial) derivatives of the
components of the Riemannian metric tensor. Thus one can deduce that (Ui, φ
∗
i
[
Rmgi(t)|φ(Ui)
]
)
converges in C∞ to (M∞, Rmg∞(t)) uniformly on compact sets in M∞. 
4.3. Remark. There is a reason behind the fact that we choose to work with an evolving or-
thonormal frame, which evolves to stay orthonormal. Our goal is to prove Theorem 1.1,
which states, that convergence of metrics implies convergence of curves. This extra assump-
tion guarantees us the desired extra control over the convergence of branching curves.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the Lemma 4.2 we know that the Cheeger-Gromov convergence can
be extended to the case of Riemann curvature tensors as well. The coefficients of the branch-
ing curve are given by polynomials of components of Rm. By the elemantary fact that a
polynomial is a continuous function the result follows. 
We demonstrate now the proof of Corollary 1.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By the Lemma 4.1 the branching curves are invariant under scalings
of the metric by a constant factor. Thus Γ
gi(t)
x = Γ
g(T+λit)
x . By the Compactness Theorem
of Cheeger-Gromov-Hamilton, there exists a subsequence {ji} such that (M4, gji(t), x, Fji (t))
converges to a complete, pointed ancient solution to the Ricci flow (M4∞, g∞(t), x∞, F∞(t)) on
(−∞, 0). By the result of Enders-Mu¨ller-Topping ([2], Theorem 1.4) this singularity model
is given by a nontrivial normalized gradient shrinking Ricci soliton in canonical form. The
result follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. 
4.4. Remark. We strongly believe, that by choosing the K3 surface as an invariant instead of
the branching curve, we can obtain even better results. The reason is, that the K3 surfaces
approach is more a sophisticated tool and their moduli space is well understood. Recall, that
the interested reader can find more details on the coarse moduli space for lattice polarized
K3 surfaces in the Appendix of [15]. This will be part of our forthcoming work. The hope
is, that these invariants will provide us with a better understanding of the generic singularity
models for Type I singularities for the four dimensional Ricci flow.
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